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Existential Meaning or Alienation among Iraqi and Syrian Refugees in Sweden and Turkey

Dr. Önver A. Cetrez is lecturer in Psychology of religion, at the Faculty of Religious Studies, Uppsala University. He is currently leading two research projects on refugee health and cultural and religious resources in Sweden, on Iraqi and Syrian immigrants respectively. He has published on Assyrian values, acculturation and identity formation (“The Next Generation Assyrians in Sweden”, 2011; http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13674676.2010.484061) as well as on religion, conflict, and enemy images. In this lecture he will present and discuss his ongoing research project with Iraqi refugees in Sweden, focusing on religion’s role for health and existential meaning among refugees. He will discuss previous research from a critical cultural perspective. He will also present his upcoming project on Syrian refugees in Istanbul.

Refreshments are served after the lecture
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